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Welcome to the fourth edition of Remedy. Included in this issue we have useful
information about prescriptions for Controlled Drugs, OOP Expenses, Specials and
more. If you would like us to cover any other topics in further issues, please let us know.
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Controlled Drug Prescriptions
Prescriptions for Schedule 2 and 3 controlled drugs must contain the following:
•
•
•
•

The
The
The
The

dose
pharmaceutical form
strength (where appropriate)
total quantity or dosage units of the preparation in both words and figures

If a Schedule 2 or 3 Controlled Drug prescription item has any of the above criteria
missing, it must be returned to the prescriber for amendment. If you submit this item
for payment, it will be disallowed and sent back to you – NA07.
See examples below:
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Out of Pocket Expenses
Don’t forget to claim your monthly OOP expenses! These claims cannot be made
retrospectively. Make sure to endorse the item clearly.
Out of Pocket expenses are only valid on the following items:
•
•
•
•

Part VIIIA Category C
Readily available medicinal products outside of Part VIIIA (including ACBS)
Part IXB
Part IXC

A common error when claiming OOP expenses is to endorse the item SP. The ‘SP’ fixed
fee is for dispensing unlicensed specials and imports and is a separate arrangement
(see Part IIIA of the Drug Tariff). See example below.

SP is not valid for a licenced category C drug. An OOP claim is required on this item.
PSNC OOP Expenses Guidance

Special & Imported Product Requirements for Processing
Non Part VIII unlicensed products require the following endorsements:
1. Pack size from which the order was supplied
2. Invoice price per pack size from which the product was supplied less
discounts and rebates
3. Manufacturer or importer licence number
4. Batch number of unlicensed medicine
If any of these legal requirements are missing, the item will be returned RB23. Items
resubmitted to PCS without this information endorsed will result in a telephone call, as
this information is required for payment to be processed.
Failure to provide the requirements will result in the item not being passed for
payment.
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Remember – prevent returned items by endorsing your prescriptions. Do not forget
to include your SP or ED endorsement (fixed fee for each unlicensed special or import).
Examples of incorrect endorsement:
• Pack size and batch
number not endorsed
• XP £20 incorrect,
should be SP

• Manufacturer or
importer licence
number not endorsed
• Batch number of the
unlicensed medicine
not endorsed
• Price not endorsed

Examples of correct endorsement:
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Part VIIIB - Arrangements for payment for Specials and Imported Unlicensed Medicines
Part VIII Drug Tariff Special – only endorsement required is SP or ED.
Part VIII Drug Tariff special products prescribed as a liquid require a listed pharmaceutical
form endorsed; e.g. ‘oral susp’ or ‘oral sol’, or a listed pack size which will indicate a
listed pharmaceutical form. If any of these are missing the item will be returned RB03
(pharmaceutical form).
Correct:

Incorrect:
Item returned RB03
(pharmaceutical
form)
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Staples
Staples are a wonderful invention but please do not use them on your prescriptions.

Left: Nine months’
worth of staples
that the Document
Scanning Team
have removed
from prescriptions

Pictured above are only the staples which have been removed whilst sorting, many
slip through the net and are caught in the belts of the scanning machines, resulting in
shredded belts. Staples also slow down our processes.
Stapleless staples also cause many problems, including two scripts being scanned with
one behind the other, which could result in payment of only one script.
Bulldog clips make a good substitution and are reusable making your submission better
for the environment, we are unable to recycle your staples adding to the landfill problem
currently facing Britain.

Reminder: Group 1A Headers
Don’t forget to use a group 1A header on top of your separated exceptions group,
which should include:
Exceptions

Other Prescriptions Forms

• Broken Bulk claimed
• Dispensed quantity is different to that
prescribed
• Out of Pocket Expenses claim
• Item not dispensed
• Local special scheme endorsement
(e.g. WRS)
• Additional items claimed (e.g. droppers)
• NCSA or NCSO items
• Generically prescribed but branded
drug indicated on prescription
• Handwritten amendment has been
made to prescribed information

•
•
•
•

Resubmissions
WP10HP(AD) (Hospital CD instalment)
WP10MDA (GP CD instalment)
All other non-standard WP10 forms
including Repeat dispensing forms
• All WP10 equivalents e.g. England
FP10 series forms
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These can be printed from our website: www.primarycareservices.wales.nhs.uk

Quality and Safety Scheme (Wales)
As a requirement of the Quality and Safety Scheme (Wales) (Drug Tariff Part VIIIC),
pharmacy contractors are required to validate information about pharmacy services
contained in the All Wales Pharmacy Database (AWPD).
Before the 1st March 2019 the responsible pharmacist of the premises must review the
information contained in the AWPD.

FAQ: NECAF / Choose Pharmacy
Why do I see services in NECAF that I no longer claim for as I am using Choose
Pharmacy?
We import all claims entered via Choose Pharmacy into NECAF at the end of each
month. This is to allow contractors to view previous month’s claims and allows you to
check any payments made for services provided. NECAF will not allow you to enter any
new claims if you are registered to use Choose Pharmacy.

Gluten-free Products
Please note the recent amendments to the prescribing of gluten-free products is
applicable to England only. Pharmacies in Wales will continue to be reimbursed for
these items in the usual way. Gluten-free items blacklisted in the Drug Tariff prior to
December 2018 will not be reimbursed. Please refer to the Drug Tariff Part XVIIIA
(Wales) for further information.
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Visits to Primary Care Services
Would you like the opportunity to visit us to see how your prescriptions are
processed?
The visits are interactive and
are led by PCS staff who are
directly involved in receiving and
processing your accounts. You
can see the scanning process in
action and prescriptions being
processed. Any queries you
have can be answered by our
experienced staff.
Would you like us to visit your premises?
Do you have any issues with:
•
•
•
•
•

Sorting and submitting your monthly prescriptions
Endorsing your prescriptions
Payments
Returns
Any other queries or guidance required

Contact our Help Desk and we will arrange for experienced members of staff to visit at
a time convenient to you.

Contact information
Primary Care Services Helpdesk

Office

Email: prescribing.management@wales.nhs.uk
Tel: 02920 904030

Primary Care Services
Fourth Floor
Companies House
Crown Way
Cardiff
CF14 3UB

Website
www.primarycareservices.wales.nhs.uk/pharmacy-services

Newsletter produced by NWSSP Communications Team
nwssp.communications@wales.nhs.uk
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